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Stringing Me Along
The Bible is full of stories of heroes and heroines, but the fact that we know how the stories
end makes them appear more like fables than real-life stories. Living among us today,
however, are Christian ladies who have faced many trials and tribulations. Like Bible heroines,
they remain standing—strengthened in their faith, examples to all of us. The struggles these
women have faced and the victories they have won are highlighted in this inspiring book in an
attempt to encourage other Christian ladies in their daily walk with the Lord. This book is
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intended to be used as a Bible study, either for personal study or for group discussions. It is
further given to help Christian women in their journey of spiritual growth and development.
Review questions and practical activities, nestled within each chapter, are designed to give
additional insights, provoke thought, and encourage application of the materials presented.
Women love stories, especially stories with which they can identify. Some of the women in
these stories are from among us and some are from other countries across the seas. These
stories will grab you, encourage you, and, above all, underscore the fact that we all live by the
choices we make.

Black Ice
In the wake of the brutal war that swept the Old World in Siege of Stone, a new danger is
forming along the coast. Taken captive by their enemies, King Grieve, along with Lila and
Bannon are about to discover the terrifying force that threatens to bring destruction to the Old
World. The Norukai, barbarian raiders and slavers, have been gathering an immense fleet
among the inhospitably rocky islands that make up their home. With numbers greater than
anyone could have imagined, the Norukai are poised to launch their final and most deadly war.

Stone of Tears
Sixteen-year-old Airamett Reynolds is uprooted from the sun-kissed beaches of Fort Myers, FL
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to live with her estranged aunt in Savannah, GA after loosing her parents in a car crash, where
she witnesses the brutal murder of a classmate at the hands of a decaying beast with razor
sharp talons. After learning that she is the descendant of a noble line of witches, Airamett
searches for absolution by hunting down the fiendish creature before it can feast upon another
innocent.

Heart of Black Ice
As an unearthly adversary descends on an idyllic fantasy world, corrupting magic against good
and slaughtering innocents, Richard Rahl stands against the forces that threaten to destroy the
world.

Witch's Oath
Hateful Things
Chicago entrepreneur Cecelia Grace Giatano is rich, beautiful, and successful. She can step
into a boardroom and handle business affairs with faultless finesse, but when it comes to
personal relationships, she's clueless. Running from the insecurities of her lonely childhood,
she will stop at nothing to achieve her dreams. When opportunities of a lifetime land in her lap,
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Cecelia feels as if she's sitting on top of the world until she attends her younger sister's
wedding in Edinburgh. Suddenly her existence doesn't look as exciting - or fulfilling. When
Cecelia's perfect life begins to unravel, Spencer Hallman, her faithful business associate, is
there to pick up the pieces. However, Cecelia's protective walls are too thick and too high to
see the love he offers. Will she make another bad decision and lose it all? Patricia Strefling
reads and writes hoping to instill encouragement and inspiration in everyday people living
everyday lives. With three grown sons and five grandsons, she lives with her husband in
Southwest Lower Michigan.

The Scribbly Man
Twin sleuths Goldie and Godiva, the Silver Sisters, are at it again-tracking seven stolen
teapots from Alaska to LA. When a shipment of Russian samovars fails to arrive in Alaska,
antique shop owner Goldie Silver starts to track it down. The ladies from the Russian Orthodox
church have ordered one of the fancy tea urns as a gift for the retiring priest, but before the
wayward antiques are located, his young replacement is murdered. That's just the tip of the
iceberg in quiet little Juneau! After Goldie's twin, the manipulative Beverly Hills advice
columnist, Godiva Olivia DuBois arrives for a visit, the lost crate finally arrives. The samovars
sell quickly, and Goldie has only one left when two menacing Russians bumble into her shop
claiming that the fancy teapots belong to them and demanding their return. She throws them
out, but by the next day it seems that the seven beautiful antiques are cursed. Everyone in
town who received one of the samovars has been beaten or murdered, and two more
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customers are likely targets: a lady from Seattle and Godiva's boyfriend, chef Caesar Romano.
What are the thugs really after? Will they get away with murder? Our curvy sleuths, Goldie and
Godiva, are hot on their trail as they track the Russians from Alaska to Seattle and Los
Angeles. To add to the fun, the twins' eighty-year-old mother and uncle, Flossie and Sterling
Silver get into the act!

Sister to Sister
The dramatic conclusion to Terry Goodkind's New York Times bestselling Nicci Chronicles. As
Richard Rahl's emissaries to the Old World, sorceress Nicci and her companions have
travelled far into uncharted territories, battling tyrants, monsters and strange magics. Now in
the wake of a brutal war unleashed around the once-shrouded city of Ildakar, they must face a
terrible new threat posed by an old foe. The Norukai, barbarian raiders and slavers, have been
gathering an immense fleet among the inhospitably rocky islands that make up their home.
With numbers greater than anyone could have imagined, the Norukai are poised to launch their
final and most deadly war. As foretold by the witch-woman Red, the fate of the world rests on
Nicci's shoulders in the dramatic conclusion to Terry Goodkind's New York Times bestselling
Nicci Chronicles.

Seven Deadly Samovars
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Richard Rahl and Kahlan Amnell confront an apocalyptic nightmare in this irresistibly tense,
utterly terrifying, near-thousand-page return to Terry Goodkind's 26-million-copy bestselling
Sword of Truth world. The insatiable hunger of the Golden Goddess The irresistible power of a
Witch's Oath A fracture in the world of life An opening in the world of death Richard Rahl and
Kahlan Amnell face the perfect storm. The Children of D'Hara picks up immediately after the
conclusion of the Sword of Truth series in one breathtakingly compelling, powerful, blockbuster
novel. Previously published in five parts: The Scribbly Man, Hateful Things, Wasteland, Witch's
Oath, Into Darkness.

Rose from the Grave
Savanna Grey's Sweet with Heat Romance launches the first book in the new Peach Logic
seriesIf absence makes the heart grow fonder, what happens when you set someone free
when you are completely and hopelessly in love with them? How do you ever get over
them?Lacey Swanson has loved being personal assistant to the music trio Peach Logic, but
lately a feeling of unrest has crept inside her and is spreading. Being on the road -with Dalton
Gentry in particular- in the confinement of a tour bus for hours at a time is starting to wear her
down. Watching him with a different girl in every city is breaking her heart.Living the
DreamDalton Gentry is living the life on the road with his best friends and all the women he
could ever want. So why does one night out with his bandmates and Lacey have him thinking
very inappropriate thoughts about his best friend's sister that would probably get his head
knocked off his shoulders?A surprise offers Lacey the opportunity for change that she has
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been contemplating. She's tired of pretending. If Dalton doesn't want her, it may be time to
move on. Dalton's fighting his own internal battle not to give in to his wayward desires that are
keeping him up at night. Will they both keep stringing their emotions along and be left without
the chance at true love, or will they finally be strong enough to put fear aside and be honest
with each another?

Their Precious Own
A Heart of Stone is a riveting novel by Jean Webb, which tells the compelling story of two
people who must overcome challenges and cross oceans to be together. Jane MacFarland is a
young child living in Scotland, who is left orphaned when her parents are murdered by outlaws.
She is adopted by her aunt and uncle, who raise Jane as one of their own. When she is a
young woman, she falls in love with the handsome Jon Stonebrook, a sea pirate from America
who kidnaps her and takes her to America on his ship Dream Lady. In America, Jane falls in
love with Jon and his country, and they marry. When fate separates the couple, they must
learn to battle time and distance to be together again.

The Children of D'Hara
Bill Black illustrates what happens when you live by the stories from songs listed on old
jukeboxes found in the types of places your mother warned you about, religions moralize
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against, politicians hit for donations and everyone else says, "Damn, I wish I could have been
there!" The poem stories explore the murky boundaries of meanings of morality, ethics and
legality, of shadow realms between the world of known science and almost forgotten myths. He
taps into chords almost 4000 years old and as recent as yesterday afternoon. Is it a realm of
venal and deadly sins? Well, maybe, but only if done correctly. Snowflakes beware! You will be
offended and maybe melted. The title of the book is derived from a Cajun song about a now
departed girlfriend. It has been sung and recorded by singers across most of the US. The book
provides a variety of answers to what could happen to the Jolie Blons we encounter.

Dance Upon the Air
Heart of Black Ice is the climactic conclusion to Terry Goodkind's New York Times bestselling
Nicci Chronicles. In the wake of the brutal war that swept the Old World in Siege of Stone, a
new danger is forming along the coast. Taken captive by their enemies, King Grieve, along
with Lila and Bannon are about to discover the terrifying force that threatens to bring
destruction to the Old World. The Norukai, barbarian raiders and slavers, have been gathering
an immense fleet among the inhospitably rocky islands that make up their home. With numbers
greater than anyone could have imagined, the Norukai are poised to launch their final and
most deadly war. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Holy Sister
Another body in a string of ritualistic murders. A serial killer who's getting cocky. Detective
Derek Childress thinks this day just can't get any worse. And then he meets his new partner.
Investigator Kayle Perrine is a Variant: one of several races of once-thought mythical creatures
who now live among and lord-over humankind. Led by a group of vampires called the Clan
Gentry, the Variants protect their own, just as they did when Derek's previous partner was
killed by one, nearly a year ago. Now that Perrine's on the case, Derek expects a cover-up.
Kayle Perrine has worked his whole life to prove himself, but being paired up with a boorish
mundane like Derek Childress is feeling more like punishment than reward. Derek is so blinded
by his prejudice against Variants, that he refuses to see the evidence Kayle finds blatantly
obvious. The sooner Kayle can close this case, the sooner he can go back home and forget
about the infuriating human detective. A brutal attack forges a fragile truce between the two
men, driving them together. Derek and Kayle must learn to trust and depend on each other
while tempers flare and passions of every kind run hot between them. Yet as they begin to
grow closer, one fact continues to keep them apart: they are from different worlds. With time
running out to solve this case, Derek and Kayle understand that love may not be enough to
overcome prejudice, politics, and murder.

Siege of Stone
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Hope blooms anew for the Four Lands in this riveting conclusion, not only to the Fall of
Shannara series but to the entire Shannara saga—a truly landmark event over forty years in the
making! Since he first began the Shannara saga in 1977, Terry Brooks has had a clear idea of
how the series should end, and now that moment is at hand. As the Four Lands reels under
the Skaar invasion—spearheaded by a warlike people determined to make this land their
own—our heroes must decide what they will risk to save the integrity of their home. Even as one
group remains to defend the Four Lands, another is undertaking a perilous journey across the
sea to the Skaar homeland, carrying with them a new piece of technology that could change
the face of the world forever. And yet a third is trapped in a deadly realm from which there may
be no escape. Filled with twists and turns and epic feats of derring-do—not untouched by
tragedy—this is vintage Terry Brooks, and a fitting end to a saga that has gathered generations
of readers into its fold.

Heart of Black Ice
Space Grit: A new species is coming

Heart of Obsidian
Julie is delighted to finally meet her long-lost twin sister, Joanna, but she soon discovers that
Joanna refuses to share Julie with anyone else--even if she has to kill to keep her to herself.
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Original.

Spice and Little Sugar
The searing conclusion of the thrilling epic fantasy trilogy that saw a young girl trained by an
arcane order of nuns grow into the fiercest of warriors They came against her as a child. Now
they face the woman. The ice is advancing, the Corridor narrowing, and the empire is under
siege from the Scithrowl in the east and the Durns in the west. Everywhere, the emperor’s
armies are in retreat. Nona Grey faces the final challenges that must be overcome if she is to
become a full sister in the order of her choice. But it seems unlikely that she and her friends
will have time to earn a nun’s habit before war is on their doorstep. Even a warrior like Nona
cannot hope to turn the tide of war. The shiphearts offer strength that she might use to protect
those she loves, but it’s a power that corrupts. A final battle is coming in which she will be torn
between friends, unable to save them all. A battle in which her own demons will try to unmake
her. A battle in which hearts will be broken, lovers lost, thrones burned.

The Sword of Truth
Shakti Power! - Mataji is Babaji's feminine polarity - She is there to connect you with a stream
of kindness, love, respect and connectedness with those around you - She dissolves
separation and creates bridges between individuals - She floods you with bliss and
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compassion - She triggers streams of infinite joy, delight and pleasure in your existence - She
embraces all aspects of your being and opens the powerful creative channels that want to be
unleash in you - In this short book, I give you a few core concepts and a simple direct
techniques to connect with her energy.

Black Ice Heart
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author-the first book in the reissued Three Sisters
Island trilogy is a tale of friendship, fate, and the mysterious ways of the heart.

Cecelia
Richard knew that there would be no help coming. It was all up to him to stop the threat or
Kahlan would die. They all would die. Nine companions – Richard, Kahlan, the witch woman
Shale and six Mord-Sith, Rikka, Vale, Cassia, Nyda, Berdine and Vika – are hunting a warlock
in the waterlogged depths of the People's Palace. It will take all their skills to close on their
quarry, but do any of them understand the true power of a Witch's Oath? Witch's Oath is the
fourth episode in Terry Goodkind's new serial novel, The Children of D'Hara. Told in irresistibly
intense instalments, this is the story of a world confronted by an apocalyptic nightmare. 'I want
to introduce everyone to THE CHILDREN OF D'HARA, a new series that continues the story of
the lives of Richard and Kahlan. This is a journey that began 25 years ago with the 1994
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release of WIZARD'S FIRST RULE, when Richard first met Kahlan that fateful day in the
Hartland woods. After the Sword of Truth series ended, I knew there was more to Richard and
Kahlan's story. Much more. A whole world more. For years, readers have asked me about
Richard and Kahlan's lives after the Sword of Truth series and importantly, about their children.
While my masterwork, Sword of Truth, concluded with WARHEART – 20 languages and 26
million books sold – I was burning to tell readers more about Richard and Kahlan. For that
reason, this new series starts immediately after the 'Sword of Truth' books ended. Without
skipping a beat, readers will plunge back into Richard and Kahlan's lives, with new episodes
releasing every three months. So it is that I want to welcome you all back into the Sword of
Truth world with many of the characters besides Richard and Kahlan, such as the Mord-Sith,
that we have come to love. Learn what the star shift has done to their world and what monsters
now lurk in shadows. I promise an arresting, beautiful, and sometimes tragic adventure that will
keep you glued to this irresistible story.' – Terry Goodkind.

A Heart of Stone
This is the Large Print Edition. We met Sister Ermentrude in "Of Wisdom and Valor: The Art of
War. The Path of Peace." (Part II of The Windflower Saga) and learned about her twin
brother's death at the hands of pirates. But what led them both to follow a path of service? Who
were these educators who raised Keridwen and Leofric from childhood with all the love of a
mother and father? In a heartwarming tale which weaves the early lives of several characters
together and introduces new ones, we learn more about this woman who was just as
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comfortable as a provincial governor as she was being the teacher in a small, rural school.

Bind Not the Heart
A collection of poems by the author that may connect and reach out to touch the heart;the
dansant in the dark side of the mind,taking you to a certain space,if not a place as you muse
through the pages.

Too Many Sisters
The Seeker of Truth embarks on his perilous training in wizardry in the 2nd novel of the #1
New York Timesbestselling author’s epic fantasy series. In Wizard’s First Rule, forest guide
Richard Cypher becomes a Seeker of Truth in order to defeat the tyrannical Wizard Darken
Rahl—only to discover that he is in fact Darken’s son. Now, with Darken vanquished, Richard
and the beautiful Kahlan Amnell head back to the Mud People to be married. But their
adventures are far from over. As the wedding day approaches, Richard is visited by three
Sisters of Light who insist on bringing him to the Palace of the Prophets to be trained as a
Wizard. Meanwhile, the veil to the underworld has been torn, and the Stone of Tears has
passed through. According to prophecy, the only person who has a chance at closing the veil
is the one bonded to the blade, the one born true.
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Sisters of Avalon
'We have all caught fleeting glimpses of them: the monster under the bed, the dark shadow just
out of sight, the knot of unexpected terror in the pit of your stomach' – Kahlan Amnell. The
world has been forged anew. Tyranny vanquished, the breach between the living and the dead
healed, the stars themselves realigned. It is the triumph Richard Rahl and his wife Kahlan
Amnell fought so hard, over so many years, for. Ruling a vast realm encompassing lands and
peoples unknown, they have vowed to bring a golden age of peace to a world shattered by
terror and war. What Richard does not expect is a demand for his immediate, unconditional
surrender. Not of D'Hara, but of the entire world The Scribbly Man is the first episode in Terry
Goodkind's new serial novel, The Children of D'Hara. Told in irresistibly intense instalments,
this is the story of a world confronted by an apocalyptic nightmare. If you've read Terry
Goodkind before, welcome back. If you haven't, there's no better place to start than here. 'I
want to introduce everyone to THE CHILDREN OF D'HARA, a new series that continues the
story of the lives of Richard and Kahlan. This is a journey that began 25 years ago with the
1994 release of WIZARD'S FIRST RULE, when Richard first met Kahlan that fateful day in the
Hartland woods. After the Sword of Truth series ended, I knew there was more to Richard and
Kahlan's story. Much more. A whole world more. For years, readers have asked me about
Richard and Kahlan's lives after the Sword of Truth series and importantly, about their children.
While my masterwork, Sword of Truth, concluded with WARHEART – 20 languages and 26
million books sold – I was burning to tell readers more about Richard and Kahlan. For that
reason, this new series starts immediately after the 'Sword of Truth' books ended. Without
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skipping a beat, readers will plunge back into Richard and Kahlan's lives, with new episodes
releasing every three months. So it is that I want to welcome you all back into the Sword of
Truth world with many of the characters besides Richard and Kahlan, such as the Mord-Sith,
that we have come to love. Learn what the star shift has done to their world and what monsters
now lurk in shadows. I promise an arresting, beautiful, and sometimes tragic adventure that will
keep you glued to this irresistible story.' – Terry Goodkind.

Protected
Having a little sister isn't always a picnic. Older sisters may feel jealous of the time taken away
from them, the toys they have to share, and the attention focused on the youngest member of
their family. Getting along is often a day-to-day battle, but what can parents do to make this
situation easier and to help children realize how special it is to have a sister? In Spice & Little
Sugar, the delightful new children's book about sibling rivalry, authors Megan Waldrep and
Melissa Nelson show big sisters the big benefits, responsibilities, and absolute joys of their
role. Told in a whimsical rhyme that children will love to read aloud, Spice & Little Sugar first
humorously relates all the ways Little Sugar gets on Spice's nerves, from grabbing her favorite
toys to sticking to her like glue when Spice wants to be left alone. But gradually Spice comes to
realize that Little Sugar does have her good points, including sticking up for her when she gets
in trouble with their parents and saving the day with her cute face. Parents will love the warm,
gentle lessons the book teaches about understanding how positives can outweigh negatives,
and kids will laugh at the playful illustrations and funny story. The perfect book for siblings,
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Spice & Little Sugar can be read and enjoyed by the whole family, time and time again.

Heart of Black Ice
Callie Armstrong's personal life was already in turmoil. Now circumstances are forcing her to
share her successful music production company with three business partners. One partner
wants her husband. One partner wants her money. One partner wants her trust- even while
keeping secrets. Is this how it is with all sisters? Callie has decisions to make and secrets to
uncover and lies to unravel in the midst of the family chaos. The only thing she knows for sure
is that when they're all together, it's just too many sisters. .

A Heart Renewed
Tech geek and former soldier, Ghared Timms, can’t believe his best friend and brother in
battle, Deo Lazitter, is still alive. He’d been there when the news of the man’s death had been
announced. He’d held Deo’s sister, Darina, in his arms as they’d both lamented. He’d been
missing his buddy for years. Now a former associate of the late Mikale Warres has produced
Deo’s dog tags and claims to have been working undercover with Deo inside Warres’s
organization. Ghared promises to find Deo no matter what it takes. Even if it means going
undercover himself. Warres’s step-sister, Sasha Boisette, is looking for an ally. She can’t
bring down an entire organization obsessed with continuing Mikale’s mission, especially when
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that organization is expecting her to lead them. When a new recruit shows up at headquarters,
however, he may be just the man she needs. If she can trust him. Staying protected is hard
when your heart wants to risk it all.

Help a Sister Out
Britt Pfeiffer has never been that adventurous, but that's about to change. Wanting to impress
her ex-boyfriend, Britt convinces best friend, Korbie, to take a trekking trip with her. But when a
freak storm leaves the girls stranded they seek shelter in a cabin, where they find two knights
in shining armour. Or so they think. Britt quickly realises that the girls need to get off the
mountain, fast. In exchange for her life, she is forced to guide the boys down, and as they set
out on a harrowing journey through the cold and snow, Britt realises the only way to escape
with her life is to pretend she is on their side. But is gorgeous, sexy Mason an enemy or an
ally? Tension mounts, and it's only a matter of time before things turn deadly . . . Dark and
adrenaline-filled, Black Ice will have you on the edge of your seat right until the final twist. 'An
edge of your seat style thriller packed with action and bad boys' Sugarscape 'A heartwrenching, climatic book with huge plot twists and lots of drama with a hint of sweet romance.
An excellent book by the extremely gifted author' Kynthia Ravikumar, age 14, for
lovereading4kids.co.uk Praise for Hush, Hush: ‘A rollercoaster of twists and turns a great, new
and different novel’ Sunday Express Praise for Crescendo: ‘dark, sexy and compelling’ The
Bookseller ‘great sexual tension… hot, tense and moreish’ The Bookbag Praise for Silence:
‘The perfect escape into fantasy and a love that can break all boundaries.’ Sugarscape
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Melody of the Heart
This book is to encourage women to be savage in their everyday life, but not by your standard
definition. This is to remind women that it's ok to set a standard and live with a standard
unapologetically.

Black Ice Poetry
A Sister to Evangeline
When Raif and Drey Sevrance return home to their clan as the only survivors of a vicious
attack in which both their father and the clan chief, were killed, everything changes for Raif.
Uneasy with the new chief's reign of brutality and his brother's acceptance of it, Raif welcomes
his uncle Angus Lok's invitation to accompany him to Spire Vanis. Asarhiah March, Ash for
short, is the beautiful ward of Penthero Iss, Overlord of Spire Vanis. Suspicious of Penthero's
increasing interest in her developing body, when Ash overhears him planning to imprison her
she flees, only to be cornered at the city gate by a band of the Overlord's elite guards. But as
they close in on her, a stranger comes to the rescue - observed by a bemused Raif, Angus Lok
plunges into the midst of the guards and snatches her to safety. For Angus knows that as this
girl grows to womanhood she will develop powers which could destroy herself and the world if
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she doesn't learn to control them . . . and only Raif can protect her on her journey to
understanding.

Babaji Nagaraj - Who Is Mataji?
"The third book in the thrilling and epic Book of the Ancestor trilogy from international
bestselling author Mark Lawrence. Powerful novice Nona Grey must fight to survive in "a
fantastic world in which religion and politics are dark and sharp as swords, with magic and
might held in the hands of wonderful and dangerous women."* *Library Journal"--

The Color of Cold and Ice
Two families are fated to come together. Emerald and Sybil, two sisters, run an offbeat coffee
shop in New York. Emerald has a small child to raise alone. She can't seem to move on after
having lost her husband in a freak accident three years earlier. Sybil, somewhat of a
clairvoyant, saw the accident in a dream. What she can't see is her own fate. John, a doctor,
has what most would consider the perfect life: a wife, two children, a nice house, and a
successful medical practice. But he is at the point in his life where he is questioning everything,
and so is his wife, Allison.Then, there is Mark, Allison's younger brother, a struggling musician
with a stream of failed relationships and the complete opposite of his OCD sister.It is color and
cold that lead them on a world of discovery from New York to Amsterdam and back.
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Holy Sister
When Christian music superstar Evan Worthy's brothers want out--off the road and it's up to
him to provide a home for all of them. Who can care for his family like Evan? When he hires
Matt's online friend's sister to cook and clean, can his brother's keep the secret of his identity
from his greatest fan? Cam has been the caretaker for her sisters and cancer stricken father
for many years. When she loses her job and is offered a housekeeping position by her sister's
online friend, she jumps at the chance. Just cooking in the huge, well-stocked kitchen delights
her. Caring for this bunch means keeping Kiri and Matt from teenage temptation, watching
Keith and Sydney fall madly in love and hoping, wishing that the third Beers brother, her
mysterious online pen-pal, might develop feelings of his own. Will Evan choose a life off the
road for his brothers' sake or will Cam be the one who can make a home all of them?

A Cavern of Black Ice
*io9's New Sci-Fi and Fantasy Books You Need to Put On Your Radar Set in the world of the
Sword of Truth saga, the ramifications of New York Times bestseller Terry Goodkind's Shroud
of Eternity extend throughout all of the Old World as familiar allies, dangerous magic, and
creatures created by twisted sorcery all work at cross purposes to either save or destroy
Ildakar in Siege of Stone The Sorceress Nicci, the Wizard Nathan Rahl, and the young
swordsman Bannon remain in the legendary city of Ildakar after a great internal revolt has
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freed the slaves and brought down the powerful wizards council. But as he fled the city,
capricious Wizard Commander Maxim dissolved the petrification spell that had turned to stone
the invading army of General Utros fifteen centuries earlier. Now, hundreds of thousands of
half-stone soldiers from the ancient past have awakened, led by one of the greatest enemy
commanders in history. Nicci, Nathan, and Bannon have to help Ildakar survive this
unbreakable siege, using all the magical defenses of the legendary city. Even as General Utros
holds Ildakar hostage and also unleashes his incredible army on the unsuspecting Old World,
an equally powerful threat arises out in the sea. Nicci knows the battle won’t remain in the city;
if she can’t stop this threat, two invincible armies can sweep across the Old World and destroy
D’Hara itself. The Nicci Chronicles 1. Death's Mistress 2. Shroud of Eternity 3. Siege of Stone

Into Darkness
Three distant races of supernatural beings sharing very different goals must fight their
emotions and true natures when their uneasy coexistence starts to erode.

Dear Sister
'Tell her I am called Fuer Grissa Ost Drauka – The Bringer of Death – and I am coming for her'
The insatiable hunger of Golden Goddess The irresistible power of a Witch's Oath A fracture in
the world of life An opening in the world of death To confront an apocalyptic nightmare,
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Richard Rahl must step INTO DARKNESS. Into Darkness is the fifth episode – a blockbusting
688 pages – in Terry Goodkind's irresistibly intense new serial novel, The Children of D'Hara. 'I
want to introduce everyone to THE CHILDREN OF D'HARA, a new series that continues the
story of the lives of Richard and Kahlan. This is a journey that began 25 years ago with the
1994 release of WIZARD'S FIRST RULE, when Richard first met Kahlan that fateful day in the
Hartland woods. After the 'The Sword of Truth' series ended, I knew there was more to Richard
and Kahlan's story. Much more. A whole world more. For years, readers have asked me about
Richard and Kahlan's lives after the Sword of Truth series . . . and importantly, about their
children. While my masterwork, 'The Sword of Truth', concluded with WARHEART – 20
languages and 26 million books sold – I was burning to tell readers more about Richard and
Kahlan. For that reason, this new series starts immediately after the 'Sword of Truth' books
ended. Without skipping a beat, readers will plunge back into Richard and Kahlan's lives, with
new episodes releasing every three months. So it is that I want to welcome you all back into
the Sword of Truth world with many of the characters besides Richard and Kahlan, such as the
Mord-Sith, that we have come to love. Learn what the star shift has done to their world and
what monsters now lurk in shadows. I promise an arresting, beautiful, and sometimes tragic
adventure that will keep you glued to this irresistible story.' —Terry Goodkind.

In Search of Jolie Blon
'The Sword of Truth series was my masterwork. Yet, life for these characters goes on after the
conclusion of that series. For years readers have been asking about Richard and Kahlan's
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children. This is that story' TERRY GOODKIND. In 1994 Wizard's First Rule introduced
Richard Cypher, a young woodsman seeking answers and vengeance in the aftermath of his
father's murder, and Kahlan Amnell, a mysterious young woman pursued by a bloodthirsty
tyrant's assassins. The Sword of Truth is one of the most ambitious fantasy series ever written.
It was a decades-long masterwork that has been translated into 20 languages and sold 26
million copies. After 16 volumes and one novella, it concluded in 2016 with Warheart. The
Children of D'Hara picks up immediately after the conclusion of the Sword of Truth series. The
story will be told in instalments, as novella-length episodes published every three months.
Hateful Things is the second novella.

The Last Druid
Headstrong. Unconventional. Until life turns upside down Julia Colter struggles to accept life
under her controlling brother's greed. The suitors he selects would benefit him, but are far from
the ideal husband for her. When her rebellion against her brother puts her life at risk, she turns
to her friend for help. Adam Larson longs to train horses and plans to head west to the Arizona
Territory to see his dreams fulfilled. When his sister's best friend shows up in the middle of the
night, he agrees to help her flee. The decision changes his life, in more ways than he
expected. Can Julia forget the pain from her past and open her heart to love?
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